
A PRESS OF ONE’S OWN
Hosted versus Outsourced Pressbooks
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Good afternoon. I’m Dave Williams, the Digital Initiatives and Special Collections Librarian at William Paterson University. My colleague presenting with me is Richard Kearney, our Electronic Resources Librarian, and we are here, as part of the College and University track of the conference, to discuss a service called Pressbooks.I will describe our experiences, both with implementing the Pressbooks service and with introducing it to our campus. I hope this information will provide you with a better understanding of this system as well as how you might best approach adopting it and incorporating into your libraries.



“Open Educational Resources are teaching, learning, 
and research resources that reside in the public domain 
or have been released under an intellectual property 
license that permits their free use and repurposing by 
others. OER include full courses, course materials, 
modules, textbooks, streaming videos, tests, software, 
and any other tools, materials, or techniques used to 
support access to knowledge.”

– William and Flora Hewlett Foundation
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Our project has its roots in Open Education Resource (OER) adoption initiatives. Inspired by the success of Open Source software development and faced with the challenges of distributed online learning, OER soon became a means for addressing the prohibitive costs of courseware and textbooks, which, when combined with high tuitions and related expenses, made higher learning unavailable to many economically disadvantages students.For those of us in New Jersey, OER became a prominent conversation three years ago when the Secretary of Higher Education, in response to a State Assembly bill, required every institute of higher education to submit a plan describing how they would expand the use of open textbooks and “commercial digital learning materials.”
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With the growing interest in OER, many tools, implementation avenues, and pedagogical approaches were developed. Examples include Rice University’s OpenStax project, creating and hosting peer-reviewed textbooks, OER COMMONS, an online library of freely available instructional materials, and myOpenMath and WeBWorK, online course management systems for mathematics.One major contributor to the proliferation of OER resources is the Open Access movement, enabling the free and open distribution of academic research in response to the Serials Crisis, when the cost of journal subscriptions began rapidly outpacing library acquisitions budgets. (I am certain Richard can provide firsthand knowledge of this phenomenon!)Another contributor is the development of Creative Commons licensing standards, legally enforceable alternatives to traditional copyright with the objective of increasing the availability of shared content by offering the additional permissions of revising, “remixing,” and redistributing creative works. This feature, in practice, turned out to be a key component of our project.



“Pressbooks is an open source content management 
system designed for creating books. It is based on 
WordPress, and can export content in many formats 
for ebooks, webbooks or print.”

– Wikipedia
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Our project, Pressbooks, is one example of the above OER tools, avenues, and approaches, one that both Richard and I were personally and professionally familiar with.What is Pressbooks? Put simply (and in the words of its creator), it is the “CMS,” or Content Management System, “for books.” That distinction offers a window into its underlying technology: Pressbooks is an online, web-based system built on top of one of the most popular Content Management Systems on the Internet today, WordPress. This distinction is also an important element of our project – the ability to host a press of “one’s own.”



“WordPress is a factory that makes webpages.”

– Fred Meyer
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WordPress began life twenty years ago as a platform for running personal websites, The materials that people wanted to post to their sites, such as text, graphics, and videos were referred to as “content,” with WordPress offering tools for managing and publishing this content in an organized fashion – hence “web content management system.” Today, according to the W3Techs technology survey, ~65% of all known public websites use WordPress in some capacity.WordPress’ popularity can be attributed to several features:Portability (the software and its requirements run on almost every operating system)Accessibility (it is available under Free and Open Source Software license terms, downloadable over a public GitHub site and freely customizable)Flexibility (these modifications allow for creative custom content “types,” as we shall see)Extensibility (the above attributes led to a large developer community who added useful features, including “multisite,” the ability to run several WordPress websites on a single host)



• Blog posts, organized by date
• Events – with venues and calendars?
• Staff  directories – with profiles?
• Book sections – front matter, sections, chapters, etc.!

Content “Types”
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Using WordPress as the underlying platform, from a technical perspective Pressbooks is just a collection of “plugins” and “themes” – software that modifies or enhances the appearance of functionality of WordPress – installed into a WordPress site so that it can become an online platform for self-publishing.Pressbooks began when the idea of self-publishing electronic books, or eBooks, was in its infancy.  Among the system’s earliest features was the ability to export your books into Kindle and EPUB formats, and submit them to the Amazon and Barnes & Noble online markets using your vendor credentials.All of the text-editing and collaborative authoring features of WordPress were incorporated into a new “content type,” the “web book,” which could be read online or exported into even more formats, such as printable PDF files. And using the WordPress multisite feature, a single Pressbooks “press” could host many books, each web book being essentially a separate and distinct website.With the appearance and growth or the OER movement, the Pressbooks developers saw an opportunity to participate in a larger community, 



pressbooks.com vs. pressbooks.org
wordpress.com vs. wordpress.org

pressbooks.yourorganization.edu
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With that background information out of the way, our presentation theme is ready to be addressed.Both Pressbooks and WordPress can be run on your own personal network, as they were originally designed to be. But not everybody has access to the technology, personnel, infrastructure, and related resources necessary to do so in a sustainable way.  With sustainability the theme of our conference, this is an important issue. To run a website of any kind you need at minimum a host machine (real/physical, virtual, or cloud-based), an operating environment/system, a web server, an IP address, and, ideally, a domain name.The developers of WordPress, and subsequently Pressbooks, realized that they could both work on their tools and provide them to users who lacked those resources, by incorporating foundations to legally represent their work and offering both paid support and hosted services, including the occasional “value added” service for features not covered by Open Source licenses.  The income provided by these services would fund development activities and operational infrastructure costs.(Keep in mind that the open source development community is very good at sharing and distributing technical information, but, again, not everybody is prepared to take advantage of these resources.)The original, not-for-profit arm of these organizations were accessible through the “.org” domains, pressbooks.org and wordpress.org.  The new, commercial enterprises became pressbooks.com and wordpress.com – some of you may have your own personal hosted WordPress sites, or know others who do.As their participation in OER grew, the Pressbooks organization identified a new opportunity: offering hosted services specifically to educational institutions.  They soon expanded into pressbooks.yourorganization.edu.



wpunj.info
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The challenge for our department was to introduce OER options in the most effective way possible, while taking into consideration budgetary constraints and resource limitations. As a Digital Initiatives specialist I had previously experimented with WordPress and Pressbooks, and, as a History instructor and long-standing Open Access and OER advocate, serving on the committees responsible for producing our report for the Secretary of Education, Richard was equally familiar.Although we could have prepared a presentation on Pressbooks, we realized that it would be more effective if we could offer an actual demonstration.  And, when considering that there was no budget for subscribing to a hosted service at that time, demonstrating a working Pressbooks instance that required no financial investment would also enhance the effectiveness of our pitch.Using online resources previously made available through a digital repository project, I created a Pressbooks site, wpunj.info, and composed a web book documenting some of my technical tasks.  Richard contacted a faculty member who had recently self-published a course text, and gained permission to produce a Pressbooks version to further enhance our demonstration.Beginning in the library department, and then taking advantage of several meetings and workshops hosted on campus, we prepared a series of presentations and demonstration highlighting both the features of Pressbooks, its suitability as an OER platform, and its affordability.
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Regardless of how it is used Pressbooks makes it very easy to not only write a book “from scratch,” but import existing materials.Properly formatted Microsoft Word documents can be imported directly into fully formed books, appearing as individual chapters, graphics, and tables. Sections can be cut, pasted, and copied, and there is even support for complex mathematical formula, interactive quizzes, and animation. Perhaps one of the best features, from an OER perspective, is “cloning,” which demonstrates the power of Creative Commons licensing: Publicly available Pressbooks licensed under terms that allow redistribution and remixing can be “cloned” into your local instance of Pressbooks, simply by referencing their URL, while preserving the original author attribution and licensing terms.  These, in turn, can be modified or applied to a course directly.One of the more valuable features offered by the Pressbooks organization is their online directory, a collection of categorized OER books produced by Pressbooks users from colleges and universities throughout North America.This ability to import and export Pressbooks content, based around open standards such as XML, are another advantage of using the platform: portability.  If you decide to migrate to a new host or publishing service, your books will always be available.Other advantages include the ability to incorporate Pressbooks content directly into a Learning Management System. Particularly suited for online and remote learning, a plugin allows individual chapters to appear with corresponding materials as assigned reading, without logging out of the course.For commuter students or those with limited access to desktop computing, Pressbooks can be exported into EPUB and other mobile formats suitable for reading on phone displays, and printable PDFs are also available.  One possible solution for classes that require workbooks, such as lab manuals, is a print-on-demand system similar to the espresso book machine. Student fees could cover the cost of consumables, printed workbooks could be recycled at the end of every semester, and problem sets and assignments can be changed by the instructor using the built-in version control features, ensuring a different workbook every semester.



https://pressbooks.directory/
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Although an effective platform for collaborative authoring, editing, and publishing of OER print materials, managing your own Pressbooks instance beyond the initial setup does require time and technical skill.Having built the service on top of WordPress, changes—due to security updates or newer versions—can negatively impact Pressbooks.  Thorough testing is required before introducing these upgrades, lest they break the service rendering it unavailable.As open source software, the Pressbooks developers release updated versions of their plugins and themes, and external contributors are allowed to join the community and provide patches and enhancement.  However, these do not always match the pace of changes to WordPress, so vigilance is required.Printing is also a potential issue, as the free plugins available for PDF conversion produce poorly formatted output. The alternative is a proprietary system that produces improved files but requires a moderately expensive one-time fee. Other features, such as the LTI course management system integration plugin, suffer a similar limitation: The standards body responsible for maintain the interoperability protocols elected to charge a license fee for the latest version, making it unavailable to self-hosted users.



https://press.wpunj.edu/
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At WPU, having presented Pressbooks and demonstrated its value, we argued that the library—as specialists in the management of print and text materials—should be responsible for outreach and management of the platform.  However, if there was insufficient funding for an outsourced instance of Pressbooks, the university’s Information Technology office should assume systems administration duties. The option of eventually outsourcing remains, if demand proves sufficient, but for the initial project no additional expenses need be incurred.This required careful negotiation and administrative support, and effective the end of 2022 we gained the use of a locally hosted Pressbooks service. Moving forward we continue to schedule workshops and tutorials, and are actively seeking grant-funded opportunities to support faculty course conversion.If you or your library are in a position to adopt Pressbooks, as a means of authoring textbooks or distributing openly-licensed materials, I can highly recommend it. It offers the ease-of-use found in WordPress, with a collection of features customized for creating and publishing written texts. But, like all software projects, building a local service requires time and skill. The complexity is not beyond the ability of anyone with a passing familiarity with online services and resources, but to create a sustainable service does require commitment. Alternately, subscribing to a hosted service provides all of the advantages of Pressbooks and more, provided there is sufficient funding to support it. Fortunately, any materials created using Pressbooks can be exported and saved in a variety of formats, ensuring that any changes or migrations can be implemented without loss.
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